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eographically, South Africa is perfectly
positioned to be considered a significant
player within the global freighting,
logistics and warehousing industry. With this
in mind, the Freight, Logistics & Warehousing
magazine will help statutory regulators,
infrastructure owners, policy-makers, economic
planners and industry players to make informed
decisions around the growth of this industry.

Our focus areas

Telematics and IT
eCommerce growth potential
Women in the industry
Innovative solutions
The supply-chain forecast
The Fourth Industrial Revolution
Distribution and packaging
Trends

A SECTOR IN RECOVERY
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Data analytics from a single
dashboard leaves controllers
free to address any issues
rapidly as they arise.

COVID-19 and customs:
breaking the bottlenecks

Elastic logistics

Restrictions on non-essential
goods, reduced staff numbers
and new protocols have all
played a part in creating
bottlenecks across the supply
chain, says LISA WITEPSKI

to prioritise. “For example, because system
constraints are a reality, reliable shippers
should be subject to random inspections only,
unless they make an error. It may also be a
good idea to set up special teams to handle
new products like the vaccine, using private
labs on site to speed up clearance.”

T

Risky business

he panic buying that set in at the
beginning of the pandemic included
the very real prospect of shops
running out of imported products.
That’s because, as Dr Ayanda Nteta,
supply chain executive at Pula Research and
Consulting, says “the supply chain simply isn’t
agile enough”.
The pandemic also shed a
“cruel” light on the industry’s
shortcomings, especially when
it came to leveraging data and
all the paperwork that needs
to be completed.
Nteta maintains little has
changed 12 months on. “The
status quo is likely to remain
Dr Ayanda
in place until entrants to the
Nteta
industry are trained in a
way that inculcates an
agile mindset.”
Doug Hunter of Syspro also
believes there’s a need for
new ways of thinking and
recommends matching
differently skilled crews
for different goods,
both essential and
non-essential.
He says it’s vital
that players call on
predictive analytics
(or their past
experience) to
learn how

CHECKING CHICKEN
The supply chain crisis has impacted
industries to a varying degree – but
none are exempt. Siya Ngcukana,
chief supply chain officer at KFC
South Africa, says that the company
has secured capacity with overseas
manufacturers, and reliance
on forecasts has been
replaced by actual
purchase order placement.
However, this impacts
payment, which in turn
affects cash flow cycles.
To alleviate financial
pressures, KFC has
partnered more
extensively throughout
Siya
Ngcukana
the supply chain.

While agile supply chain management is a necessity in the logistics
industry, elastic logistics stretches further. By Delia Du ToiT

I

n 2013, the total payload transported on
South Africa’s roads was 531 million tonnes,
according to the Department of Transport.
Today, this figure has increased to over
750 million tonnes.
It’s no wonder that “agility” is one of the terms
most frequently used in the ever-fluctuating
environment of the country’s multi-billion-rand
freight and logistics industry.
Industry experts Tracey le Roux, head of supply
chain solutions at Value Logistics, and Renko
Bergh, COO of Forte Supply Chain Consulting,
agree that with operating costs rising every year,
optimising every step of the logistics process from
source to stopping point has become a necessity.
Lean business practices, though important, tend
to suit the beginning and end of the supply chain
better. Le Roux and Bergh concur that to achieve
the agility needed in the middle of the chain,
elastic logistics is essential.

Denys Hobson, logistics and pricing analyst
for Investec Business, believes that “systems
also play a role, especially in terms of
automation”. Manual data capturing may
be affected by human error, which can
lead to delayed custom clearance or the
application of incorrect tariffs. He says a
reliable tracking system
is
Shipping
equally important because
it affords customs agents
the visibility to prioritise
workflow and workloads.
That’s as Kearney’s
coordinate plans for it to arrive at a port where
Sujeet Morar insists that
equipment can be organised.
South Africa needs to
“Non-intrusive methods should be used
apply a deliberate green
unless the shipper is new or unknown, or
lane approach, so that
suppliers are sending a product with no
preapproved and supplied
history
or with are
a sudden
changethrough
to
data can speed up flow.
The previous
winds of
change
blowing
SA’s shipping law.
tariff codes.
We cannot
slow entire
supply
But what about risk?
Caryn
Gootkin
analyses
their
impact on our shipping industry
chains because we overcheck.”
Hunter says that in crisis conditions, an
element of risk is unavoidable, and the best
that management can do is try to mitigate it.
overnment recently published the Merchant Shipping Bill 2020 which proposes
“Public-private partnerships are necessary
changes to the Merchant Shipping Act of 1951. Andrew Pike, head of ports,
here, because crime is a reality. If scanning or
transport and logistics at Bowmans, lists some of them:
comparison checking equipment is available,
• Incorporating the Ship Registration Act into the Merchant Shipping Act
it should be used; if not, and the cargo is
• an emphasis on the rights and treatment of seafarers, including the International
Doug
high priority, it is important to arrange and
Convention
forHunter
the Safety of Life at Sea provisions
• an increase in shipowners’ limitation of liability for loss, damage, injury or death
• the safe carriage of certain cargoes
RECOVERY ON THE HORIZON• enhanced powers of casualty and incident investigation
Hervé Perron, Bollore Logistics’ MD of •international
freight
andright
contract
the introduction
of forwarding
cabotage (the
to transport cargo between South African ports).
logistics: South Africa, says that challenges
notwithstanding,
he anticipates
a recovery
In June
2017 South Africa
approved the
Comprehensive Maritime Transport Policy
for the industry. “The logistics sector is(CMTP),
very resilient
and
from crisis
to peaks
in
which aimsgoes
to “facilitate
growth
and development
of South Africa’s maritime
activity in a very short period of time. We
also believe
to a certain
extent, some of
the
transport
systemthat
in support
of socio-economic
development
of the country whilst
sourcing might be more regional than global
– particularly
with thetrade”.
Far East – and this will
contributing
to international
support the development of local and regional
industries.”
According
to Shane Dwyer, shipping and logistics consultant for Shepstone & Wylie, “The

The shipping news

G
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“Reliable shippers should be
subject to random inspections
only, unless they make an error.”
–

LocaL shipping
by the numbers

What is it?
Elastic logistics is the South
flexible africa
upscaling
has
and downscaling of operations to meet
market demands – including adjusting
of coastline.
schedules, warehousing
and shipping
as production increases or decreases
or to factor in seasonal demand,
weather conditions and carrier
space constraints.
Le Roux says that it allows
Sa is incustomers
the
to inflate or cut
inventories when required,
giving them greater
of countries that trade by sea.
control over cost and
efficiency. “Value has
beenthere
implementing
are
these principles
since 2012,

2 954km

top 15

eight

commercial
seaports.

This complicated issue is contained in a single short section
of the bill, says Pike, andFrieght_Trends.indd
will almost
2021/05/20 3:19 PM
certainly create “enormous” problems. “The consumer will bear the brunt of double handling
costs for all containers and cargoes as they are offloaded, reloaded and then incur additional
freight charges to carry the containers to new ports.”
Complicating matters is the stipulation that all coast-wise cargo must be carried on South
African ships. “There are simply insufficient ships to carry huge volumes of containers up
and down the coast if inward bound containers have to be offloaded at the first South
African port, transshipped and then carried by South African ships to other ports,”
says Pike. “Internationally, cabotage acts often provide exemptions where there are
insufficient local ships, but the bill does not.”
“A recent Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) paper notes that ship
owning is difficult and expensive here,” says Dwyer. “It lists the following requirements for
local cabotage: Ships must sail under the South African flag, be manned by local crew,
be built in South Africa and be owned by South Africans. The CSIR foresees difficulties
in meeting these four requirements.”
Both lawyers agree that incentives to build or register local ships should come
before introducing a cabotage law. “The bill provides for ‘licensing’ of carriers to
undertake coast-wise carriage of coastal cargo – and foreign ships calling at
a South African port with imports for a number of local ports will be banned
from calling at more than one such port to load or discharge purely coastal
cargo,” says Dwyer. “But ocean carriers appear to be able to call at
more than one local port to discharge foreign-sourced cargo at the
contractual destination.”
As Pike says: “Cabotage has not worked well in a number of
countries, including Australia and Nigeria, in circumstances where
they had given a lot more thought to their legislation”.
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Clearly, providing this level of customer
satisfaction requires the control and visibility
that only comes with data analytics and
automation – preferably from a single
dashboard that leaves controllers free to
address any issues rapidly as they arise,
says Bergh. Transportation management
systems are key, with advanced analytics,
warehouse automation, artificial intelligence
and blockchain technology enhancing
the process.
He says the single biggest challenge
logistics operators usually face in their
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In 2017, a typical supply chain generated
50 times more data than in 2012,
according to IBM. But only 20 per cent of
this data is structured and can be easily
analysed. The company is developing AI
systems that can analyse the remaining
80 per cent, known as “dark data”, to
forecast and predict events proactively,
streamlining supply chains.
Source: https://www.ibm.com/za-en/
topics/supply-chain-analytics

quest for agility is the capability to integrate
data across the multiple facets of the business.
“Most companies today have reports coming
from different silos in the business, but the
data is neither integrated nor readily available.
Without such systems, decision-makers
aren’t equipped to react to changing
market conditions.”
Bergh’s advice is to first implement
best-of-breed software designed to improve
niche aspects of your business, then integrate
these systems to ensure continuous data flow
and reporting on improvements as well as risks.
“Avoid applications that generally serve all areas
of the business, as they usually don’t focus on
any specifics in much detail.”
Creating a culture of innovation and
adaptability in your company is also crucial,
Bergh adds. “As software implementation
consultants, we ironically find that software
alone does not create elastic logistics. Rather,
a company must have the type of mindset that
embraces elastic logistics and makes agility a
habit – then, the right software will give them
the edge.”
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in 2020, Sa ports handled over
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4 million containers and
222 million tonnes
of cargo aboard

9 000 vessels.

in 2019, our total import and export
trade amounted to

r2.84-trillion,
46 per cent

of our GDP, and
transport services contributed a further

r426-billion
to the economy.

Source: Malcolm Hartwell, master mariner and
director at norton rose Fulbright

“The bill is an attempt to meet the lofty cabotage ideals envisaged in the CMTp,
but it introduces very little that is groundbreaking.” – Shane Dwyer
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How it works

The fuTure of
elasTic logisTics

“Most companies today have reports coming from different silos in the business, but the
data is NEITHER integrated nor readily available.” – Renko Bergh

CMTP followed the 1996 White Paper on Transport which identified the lack of a national
shipping carrier to carry our exports and imports as a major economic weakness.
“The bill is an attempt to meet the lofty cabotage ideals envisaged in the CMTP, but it
F R E I G H T, L O G I S T I C S & W A R E H O U S Iintroduces
NG
very little that is groundbreaking nor does it provide mechanisms to re-foster an
indigenous merchant shipping industry or a new national carrier.”

Sabotaged by cabotage
Freight_customcleaning.indd 46

when ‘7PL’ became the basis of its business
model. We provide customers with both
3PL and 4PL solutions, taking all the risk
and hassle of the supply chain out of their
hands through our ability to adapt to
market conditions and volatility in our
everyday operations.”
Value has implemented omnichannel
solutions that reduce the complexities
customers often face – from import to
warehousing and distribution. “Our fleet
comprises more than 3 800 vehicles and
forklifts, we have 350 000m² of warehouse
and operational space, and our automated
warehouse management and transportation
management systems analyse data on drop
points, vehicle routes and desired quantities,”
says Le Roux.
“This allows us to upscale and downscale
with changes in demand. In the event of
manufacturing over- or under-runs, we can
dynamically scale not only warehousing but
also transport quantities to drop points on
the fly.”
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Warehouse automation
allows logistics partners to
be more flexible and agile.
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